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Services Microservices



Why build smol services?



Sociotechnical goals



Engineering team boundaries => domain boundaries



Teams can release & deploy independently



We improve the resiliency of our critical systems…



…against catastrophic, show-stopping events

miuuu



After all, we can change one microservice,



without disturbing or changing any others.





There are more reasons! But enough of that now…



Everyone who runs microservices is  
at the helm of a large distributed system





Specific technologies will come and go



and trends are fickle



but fundamentals haven’t changed all that much



and knowledge is the best way to future-proof systems



It’s also really fun to learn about distributed computing!











leanpub.com/achildrensatozofcontinuousdelivery

https://leanpub.com/achildrensatozofcontinuousdelivery






















Moore’s Law
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“Does choosing consistency 
and availability (CA) as the 
"2 of 3" make sense? As 
some researchers correctly 
point out, exactly what it 
means to forfeit P is unclear.” 
 
Eric Brewer, CAP Twelve Years Later: 
How the 'Rules' Have Changed

















jepsen.io/consistency

http://jepsen.io/consistency
































































“Impossibility of Distributed Consensus with One Faulty Process, 1985.

























Humans introduce uncertainty



“Systems are getting more 
complicated, mental models are 
getting tougher to build, and we’re all 
distributed systems engineers now.”

Charity Majors (@mipsytipsy)



















Art created for zine.incidentlabs.io

https://zine.incidentlabs.io/








“Running Excellent Retrospectives”, by Courtney Eckhardt  
& Lex Nova, SRECon Americas 2019













“The more we depend on 
technology and push it to its 
limits, the more we need highly-
skilled, well-trained, well-
practiced people to make 
systems resilient, acting as the 
last line of defence against the 
failures that will inevitably occur.” 

Baxter, Rooksby, Wong, Khajeh-Hosseini 
“The Ironies of Automation… still going 
strong at 30?”
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In pursuit of the sociotechnical benefits of 
distributed, decoupled microservices,







Challenge yourself to empathize with each user







Thanks 
Nicky & 
QCon 

London!




